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Carrier-Based Focused Coverage Formation in Wireless Sensor and Robot Networks Rafael Falcon, Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Xu Li, and Amiya Nayak, Senior Member, IEEE



Abstract—Carrier-based sensor placement involves mobile robots carrying and dropping (static) sensors for optimal coverage formation. Existing solutions target the traditional area coverage problem and unrealistically assume that robots carry sensors all together (ignoring the physical dimension of sensors and the finite robot capacity). In this paper, we consider a more realistic scenario in which robots have to repeatedly reload sensors and address the FOCUSED coverage (F-coverage) problem in an unknown 2-D environment. In F-coverage, sensors are required to surround a point of interest (POI) as far as possible, thus maximizing the coverage radius. We propose a Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation protocol (CBCA) that seamlessly tolerates node failures. Robots enter the environment from fixed locations, called base points, and move toward the POI. As soon as they get in touch with already deployed sensors, they search (by communication) along the network border for best sensor placement spots (to improve F-coverage) and move to drop sensors at the discovered locations. Border nodes store the coordinates of failed sensors (if any exists) inside the network as well as of adjacent available deployment positions outside the network, and recommend them to robots during the search process. Robots return to base points for reloading after deploying their current payload and immediately re-enter the environment to augment existing F-coverage. An optimization technique was introduced to reduce augmentation delay and save robot energy. Extensive simulations were conducted to assess CBCA’s energy expenditures and deployment latency. Index Terms—Carrier-based sensor placement, focused coverage, mobile robots, sensor reloading.



I. INTRODUCTION



W



IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) [27] consist of a large number of small sensing and computational devices, called sensors, which are equipped with limited resources (e.g., energy, storage and CPU cycle) and connected via wireless multi-hop communication links. They are usually deployed in an unknown and/or hazardous environment, where physical dynamics and spatio-temporal irregularities prevail. They work unattended by periodically sampling (monitoring) their surroundings and reporting their readings through message relay to pre-defined data sink(s).
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Coverage [9] is a functional basis of any WSN due to its inherent surveillance goal. It is measured by the area under the supervision of the network. The larger the coverage a WSN exhibits, the better the surveillance service it provides. Li et al. [15]–[17] introduced a new type of problem, coined as FOCUSED coverage (F-coverage), characterized by the need of monitoring a given point of interest (POI) and its vicinity. Optimal F-coverage has maximal coverage radius, defined as the radius of the greatest hole-free (sensing coverage) disc centered at the POI, i.e., the minimum distance from the POI to uncovered areas. Illustrative F-coverage scenarios encompass surveillance and tracking services around a point of critical importance such as battalion headquarters or nuclear power plants, for warfare and homeland security purposes, respectively. Renewed international efforts are being carried out nowadays in disaster management operations, where an earthquake epicenter or an active volcano crater deserve to be constantly observed in order to minimize the tragic loss of human lives. In any of the previous cases, the deployed sensor network monitors any suspicious event in the proximity of the POI and reports to a certain base station. The distance from a spotted event to the POI reflects the degree of potential damage of the event. From the base station, the command and control unit retrieves real-time sensor readings and makes timely and proper reactive decisions. Coverage is apparently subject to sensor placement that is however often not controllable due to operational factors (e.g., human inaccessibility in hazardous grounds) and done in a random manner (e.g., by air dropping). Mobile robots were recently brought into WSN to provide value-added services, e.g., [13], thus leading to the so-called wireless sensor and robot networks (WSRN) [24]. In a WSRN, sensor placement control embraces new possibilities by making use of actuation and mobility of robots. These agents may carry sensors as payload and move around in the deployment field. While traveling, they deploy sensors at proper positions (e.g., vertices of a certain geographic graph). We call this scenario carrier-based sensor deployment. In a special case of WSRN, nodes play both sensor and robot roles, therefore giving rise to a sensor self-deployment approach by which robotic (mobile) sensors autonomously change their physical location, adjusting the overall node distribution to a desired one. In this paper, we focus on carrier-based sensor placement for F-coverage. A. Motivation A WSN is usually composed of hundreds or even thousands of sensors and may occupy a large geographical area. Each node needs to be low in cost so as to make the massive deployment financially feasible. Sensor self-deployment, e.g. [8], assumes that each node have locomotion. Realization of this assumption requires extra hardware investment on every single node, which
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is not a cost-effective strategy and may readily exceed the deployment budget. Sensor self-deployment is therefore an expensive, if not unrealistic, solution to coverage control. On the other hand, we may consider using only a small number of mobile robots to control coverage while keeping the overall expenditures within the affordable range. Here comes the carrier-based sensor placement problem. Existing carrier-based sensor placement algorithms [3], [6], [7], [11] are all designed for constructing traditional area coverage, thus not applicable to F-coverage problem. They require robots to carry all the sensors at once. This is clearly an impractical requirement as each sensor has a non-negligible physical dimension and each robot possesses a bounded storage capacity. This strong/improper requisite basically eliminates such algorithms from real-world applications. A comprehensive literature review is given in Section II. Inspired by the incompleteness and limitations of the previous works, in this paper we address the novel and practical problem of carrier-based F-coverage augmentation. It involves robots repeatedly reloading sensors and placing them in the environment. A detailed problem statement follows.



B. Problem Statement We consider an unknown 2-D environment, where the location of a POI, denoted by , is given. One or a few mobile robots, each with limited capacity, are available for carrying and deploying sensors. Sensors are collected at one or more fixed locations, called base points. Robots have to be loaded with sensors and enter the environment from there. After finishing with currently loaded sensors, they return to the base points for reloading and continue sensor placement. Robots are aware of their own locations and able to detect nearby obstacles. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that robots and sensors have the same communication radius , although in practice the former are able to communicate way further than the latter. Another simplifying assumption for modeling purposes is that all sensors share the same sensing . Once deployed, they periodically exchange ‘hello’ radius messages that carry their location information, thus becoming localized to the robots that place them. This message is a basic networking technique for routing [4] and activity scheduling as in the literature [12], for example. We assume [2], [6], [7], [16]. Sensors may fail at any time. The goal is to develop a carrier-based sensor placement algorithm that yields a sensor network surrounding in hexagon layers and with an equilateral triangle tessellation (TT) layout , as shown in Fig. 1(a). This particular of nodal separation type of sensor arrangement is desirable because it guarantees connectivity and optimal hexagonal F-coverage [15]–[17]. The sensor placement problem is therefore turned into a vertex coverage problem on a TT graph containing as vertex, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where hexagonal layers are indexed by their graph . In Fig. 1(a), the number at distance to and denoted by the center of each node indicates the index of the hexagon where it resides. The TT graph is pre-computable to each robot, given and a common orientation. We will elaborate on its topological features in Section III.
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Fig. 1. F-coverage problem can be envisioned as a vertex coverage problem over a TT graph. (a) An optimal F-coverage; (b) Layout of a TT graph.



C. Our contributions In this paper, we address, for the first time, the aforementioned problem of carrier-based sensor placement with sensor reloading. We propose a fully distributed scheme, named Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation protocol (CBCA), as its solution. In this algorithm, sensors previously deployed by robots monitor the status of neighboring sensing units and adjacent vertices (in TT graph). They report any empty vertex caused by sensor failure to nodes located on network border using Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) routing protocol [4]. Border nodes store vertices available for sensor placement inside the network (due to sensor failure) as well as adjacent ones outside the network (locally monitored). After entering the environment, robots move toward the POI, . As soon as they get in touch with a deployed sensor, they search (by communication) along the network border, assuming the encountered sensor is a border node, for the best sensor placement spot (i.e., known empty vertex closest to ). Border nodes locally recommend such locations to robots during the search process. Robots then move to drop sensors at the discovered locations. They return (to base points) for sensor reloading, after finishing the deployment of the currently loaded units and re-enter the environment to augment existing F-coverage. At the end of the paper we optimize the delay and energy performance of CBCA by allowing robots to exchange sensor placement tasks whenever they are in direct contact with one another. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section II and the TT graph in Section III. The core elements of CBCA are outlined in Section IV; whereas Section V describes an optimization technique to further reduce energy and latency. Theoretical and empirical analyses can be found in Section VI. and Section VII, respectively. Concluding remarks are stated in Section VIII. II. RELATED WORK Movement-assisted sensor placement was studied in the literature in a very limited context. Majority of the previous works addressed mobile sensor self-deployment [8], [19]–[21]. Only a few shed light on carrier-based sensor deployment and we will review them at short length in this section. For sensor self-deployment literature, we refer interested readers to [18]. Batalin and Sukhatme [3] proposed a randomized snake-like (robots traveling like a snake) deployment approach, named Least Recently Visited (LRV). Sensors store a weight for each
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direction that a robot can travel in. The weight represents the number of times that a robot has locally visited in/from that direction. A sensor recommends the direction with the lowest weight (i.e. the least recently visited direction) for a robot to travel. Among all the recommendations, the robot randomly chooses one with lowest weight. It drops a sensor if current location is not covered. LRV requires many unnecessary movements to entirely explore a given environment and construct a full coverage. These extra movements lead to an extremely large number of messages sent from the robots. Furthermore, it is unclear under what conditions LRV terminates. Besides, LRV is a single-robot protocol. Multi-robot extension was mentioned but for a different purpose. Chang et al. [6], [7] came up with a deterministic snake-like deployment approach. The robot gradually moves along a precomputed graph, each step to an adjacent empty vertex in the graph in a predefined order of preference, and drops a sensor after each step. Should the preference order be changed, the robot trajectory will exhibit a different shapesuch as “S” shape [6] or spiral shape [7]. This algorithm is very likely to get stuck at dead ends (i.e. where no adjacent empty vertices exist) due to obstacles or early dropped sensors. Dead-end recovery was however not discussed; the algorithm does not guarantee full coverage as a result. It does not support multiple robots either. Shiu [26] later ascribed the lack of coverage guarantee of this approach solely to the presence of concave regions and suggested to treat each concave region as a separate environment. Yet the obstruction of obstacles and sensors to robot movement is overlooked and coverage guarantee is still not accomplished. Fletcher et al. [11] devised a back-tracking-based sensor placement scheme. The algorithm adopts a snake-like robot trajectory similar to [6] and incorporates a novel back-tracking technique for dead-end recovery. Specifically, a robot at a dead end situation backtracks to the nearest sensor adjacent to an empty vertex on its backward path (since it is an ‘entrance’ to an unexplored/uncovered area) and resumes forward moving and sensor dropping from there. This technique was implemented via locally stored back pointers on each sensor node and became further augmented by a shortcut method for time and energy efficiency. When multiple robots are present, a robot is allowed to take over the backtrack path of another robot after consulting with neighboring sensors. It is proved that this algorithm guarantees full coverage when there are sufficient sensors to cover the area. Howard et al. [14] brought forward a centralized incremental approach for sensor placement. Although the algorithm was designed for sensor self-deployment, it can easily be adopted in carrier-based sensor placement scenarios. In this solution, sensors are deployed one at a time to push the frontier of the network forward, from a single starting point, so as to explore the unknown environment. It requires a central controller to gather information of previously deployed sensors and select the best deployment location for the subsequent sensor. When used for carrier-based sensor placement, the central controller may simply inform robots to move and drop a sensor at the specified location. Because of the centralized nature of this algorithm, it is very expensive in bandwidth and energy usage for communication.
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Mei et al. [23] presented a cluster-based coverage maintenance algorithm. This algorithm is designed for post-deployment coverage repair rather than for initial coverage formation. The idea is to appoint one robot as the central controller, which will maintain up-to-date information about the location of other robots within the environment. Whenever a sensor failure is reported to the centralized agent, it notifies the robot nearest to the failure. A cluster-based distributed implementation of this centralized algorithm was introduced. This algorithm relies on frequent network-/cluster- wide flooding and thus has significant communication overhead. Corke et al. [10] authored a connectivity repair procedure using a single mobile robot which deploys sensors. Each of them maintains a token which is initially equal to its unique ID and gets flooded in the network. It updates its own token to the received larger one. Finally, disconnected regions will have different token values. The robot sweeps the sensory field and collects unique tokens. If more than one token is collected, it knows that the network is not connected and extra sensors are to be deployed. It then estimates the location of the gap between two disconnected components by reckoning the positions of the fringe nodes. Another method is to let sensors generate a potential field that pushes the robot to locations where sensor placements are needed. Both methods are centralized at the robot level and require the robot to have unbounded memory in order to store information on all the sensory nodes for the ensuing computations. III. EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE TESSELLATION An equilateral triangle tessellation (TT) is a planar graph composed of congruent equilateral triangles, as shown in Fig. 1(b). With a common orientation, say north, each sensor is able to locally compute a unique TT graph of edge length with (the POI) as vertex. Denote the TT graph by . In our . It is because we want to finally locate work, is set to , and this particular edge length sensors on vertices of ensures connectivity and minimizes sensing range overlapping [1], [22], [28]. represent the shortest path connecting two verLet . Then the distance between and is tices and in and referred to as defined as the number of edges in . There are vertices with equal TT distance to in . They constitute a distance- hexagon, denoted by . These hexagons are concentric to . As proved in [16], [17], hexagons will produce optimal or deploying sensors along near optimal F-coverage. In Fig. 1(a), the number at the center of each node indicates the index of the hexagon where it resides. of vertices enclosed by (inclusive) is The total number (1)



IV. CARRIER-BASED COVERAGE AUGMENTATION In this section we present Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation (CBCA), a new protocol that uses mobile robots to lay static sensors and build optimal F-coverage around the POI in a progressive fashion. This algorithm is composed of two major
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components which are run in parallel: reactive advertising routine (RAR) and iterative sensor placement (ISP). Recall that sensors are to be placed on the vertices of TT graph (see Section I-B). RAR runs locally on each deployed sensor on demand. Its objective is to publish along the network border any empty vertex induced by node failure. ISP runs in a distributed manner on sensors and robots spanning multiple iterations. At each iteration, robots enter the environment from base points, place sensors at empty vertices and then return to fetch sensors for a new iteration. Due to asynchrony, different robots may be in different iterations at any moment in time. CBCA terminates when ISP stops iterating on all robots, namely, when either all available sensors have been deployed or the environment is fully covered. At this point, all robots have returned to their base points. We will explain the core RAR and ISP routines in more detail below. A. Reactive Advertising Routine (RAR) Each sensor locally maintains an empty vertex list (EVL) once being deployed. The list initially contains the six adjacent vertices in the TT graph and gets dynamically updated as neighboring sensors are discovered (by hearing a ‘hello’) message from them) or identified failed (by missing a pre-defined number of successive ‘hello’ messages from them). For a detected failed neighbor at vertex , a sensor transmits a failure notification message containing the location of . The failure notification is forwarded outward, away , along a single path by sensors following the from Greedy-FACE-Greedy (GFG) routing principle [4]. In this process, greedy forwarding is implemented by forwarding the message from hexagon to hexagon in the ascending order of their indices. The message stops, after traversing the entire border of the network (i.e., the perimeter of the outer face), at a border node located on the outermost hexagon that the network occupies. This node then forwards the message along the network border by one more round of face traversal (needed to locally identify whether a node lies at the network border or not). Then, all border nodes retrieve from the message and insert it into their local EVL. At most six copies (originated from the different neighbors of the failed sensor) of the same failure notification message may circulate simultaneously. To save message retransmissions, each node forwards the same failure notification only once. Note that this failure notification is considered different from that circulated in the second round of border traversal, which has at most six copies (originated from different border nodes) and forwarded by each border node only once too. By RAR, the local EVL of border nodes contains all the empty vertices inside the network in addition to the locally identified adjacent ones outside the network. Fig. 2 illustrates the RAR routine. The failed node is marked by a cross and dashed arrowed lines imply the transmission paths of the failure notification messages. For example, node detects the failure and sends a notification message greedily outward, from low-index hexagon to high-index hexagon. This and then propagates along the message reaches border node network border in FACE routing mode. It stops at border node because it had already received and forwarded the same
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Fig. 2. Reactive advertising routine (RAR).



failure notification originated at . Upon receiving this messtarts the second round of border traversal by another sage, failure notification. B. Iterative Sensor Placement (ISP) We will now unveil ISP by focusing on a single iteration with respect to an arbitrary robot . From the local perspective, the (loaded with sensors) entering the ISP iteration starts with environment and ends with returning to its base point. Once entered the environment, the robot marches toward as follows: it moves greedily along the straight line and, when obstructed by an obstacle, it rotates around it following a predetermined direction, e.g., clockwise, until greedy movement can be resumed. While marching, it periodically transmits a beacon message containing the target location. Upon receiving the beacon message, an early deployed (possibly by a different robot) sensor replies with a “hello” message. stops marching and beaconing as soon as it receives a ‘hello’ message or it reaches . In the former case, it enters a search phase where it looks for an empty vertex to drop a sensor and subsequently engages a migration phase, in which it silently marches (no beaconing) to the discovered vertex to lay a sensor. By arriving at a location , either or a discovered vertex, another robot may possibly be also approaching for sensor placement or a sensor may have already been deployed by another robot. To avoid multiple placement, waits at and beacons on a periodical basis, up to a maximum number of times, before dropping a sensor there. During this period, it identifies one of the following cases and acts accordingly. 1) Void case: there are no neighboring sensors. This can be determined by hearing no sensor “hello” message. 2) Occupancy case: a sensor has already been placed at . It takes place when hearing a “hello” message originated at position . 3) Competition case: another robot is attempting to place a sensor at . We realize about that after hearing a robot beacon message containing as its target location. 4) Ordinary case: any case different from the ones above. In the void case, resumes marching toward with periodical beaconing, as is isolated from the network. In the ocenters a search phase for finding a different cupancy case, vertex. In the competition case, it competes with that robot. The one with smaller ID wins and drops a sensor. The loser will soon receive a ‘hello’ message from and run into the occupancy case. This competition may happen several times, involving different robots, before any sensor could be actually dropped. In
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Fig. 3. Iterative sensor placement (ISP). (a) Competition at case.
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F ; (b) Ordinary



the ordinary case, drops a sensor at and starts beaconing so as to find another empty vertex. Fig. 3 portrays the last two cases, where robots and both have cargo capacity of one (i.e. the ability to carry at most one sensor) and travel along the thick arrowed lines. In Fig. 3(a), they meet at and compete for sensor placement. wins the ) and drops a sensor. Loser robot competition (because later on receives the ‘hello’ message from the sensor laid by . It finds out, through this sensor, another deployment spot adjacent to and moves to drop a sensor there. In Fig. 3(b), hits the network border and discovers (and reserves) a vertex inside the network. This vertex is available because the sensor previously occupying that position failed and the neighboring sensors advertised it along the network border (see Fig. 2). At the same time, hits the network border and learns about an empty vertex on the outermost hexagon layer. It does not discover the one already reserved by . The robot returns to its base point (thus finishing the current ISP instance) if it runs out of cargo (i.e. all carried sensors have been deployed) or no empty vertex can be found. Otherwise, it will continue to place sensor according to the hybrid searchmigration strategy. After finishing an ISP iteration, a robot may or may not start a new iteration depending on whether or not it depleted its sensor load in the previous one. Fig. 4 gives the sequence diagram of a compete iteration of ISP. Central to ISP is apparently the search phase, which we will address separately in the next section. C. Search Phase—An ISP Sub-Procedure In the search phase, the robot discovers an empty vertex that is adjacent to the already established network (for connectivity purpose) and located on a hexagon of smallest index (for coverage radius maximization). Fig. 5 shows the sequence diagram of this phase. transmits a search message carTo start a search phase, rying its current location outwards, away from , and expects a reply message containing search result. If no reply arrives within a certain period of time, will restart the search (doubling the response timeout) and ignore any late reply; otherwise, it routes an ACK message to the sender (whose location is embedded in the reply message) by GFG [4]. The search message is routed away from by sensors following the GFG principle as the failure notification message in RAR. It stops at a border node located on the outermost



Fig. 4. Flow chart of an ISP iteration.



Fig. 5. Sequence diagram of the search phase.



hexagon that the network occupies. This node identifies itself as the search agent of and continues the search on its behalf. The search agent forwards the search message of along the network border by face routing. This can be definitely done because has knowledge of the outer face. The message picks up the location of the empty TT vertex nearest to among those with lowest hexagon index and stored on each forwarding node. Once the message gets back to search agent , it learns about the search outcome and circulates a reservation message along the network border so that is no longer recommended to any other robot. By doing this, vertex contention is properly handled. If a border node has confirmed a reservation for to another robot by the time of receiving the reservation message from , it will set a flag in the message. By checking the flag in the returned reservation message, knows whether the reservation succeeded. In case of failure, it restarts the search immediately. Should the reservation be confirmed, it notifies about the outcome (via a reply message) which is routed according to GFG and waits for an ACK. On the arrival of the ACK from , node erases the information of from the network border (i.e. the EVL of all border nodes) by another round of border traversal
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a reservation deadlock occurring at vertex v .



Fig. 7. Robot task exchange (RTE).



through a deletion message. If no ACK arrives within a certain period of time (e.g., due to node failure), it releases from reservation by sending a cancellation message along the network border. Although the ISP subprocedure was devised in a systematic fashion so as to minimize the likelihood of inappropriate vertex contention and inconsistent information in the local memory of the sensors, its reservation scheme can still give rise, under particular conditions, to a problematic circumstance which we have baptized as reservation deadlock. In Fig. 6, two robots are located at nodes labeled and and both issue (asynchronously) their own search message in an attempt to find an empty spot for sensor placement. Each message finds its way towards the search agent node that will take care of it. The best location currently available is vertex and both search agents properly learn about it and get ready for reserving that spot for the robot whose search message they are responsible for. One will realize from the figure that none of the reservation messages will come back with a favorable outcome (reservation success), as their face traversals mingle at points and , respectively, and each message flag will be set to true as an indication that the contended spot has been reserved for somebody else. In that way, both robots will actually get stuck in a “deadlock” status where none of them will be able to get out. Subsequent search messages emitted by the robots will endure the same fate as the previous ones. Whenever a reservation deadlock surfaces (Fig. 6), it will be broken by the closer actuator to the spot (among all contestant robots). Ties are won by the robot with the lowest ID.



with their original sensor placement task, coverage augmentation will not be achieved soon (in other words, coverage radius will not be immediately increased) even if quickly reaches and drops a sensor there, since will still remain empty for a while due to the slow motion of . Therefore, the task exwill reduce coverage augmentation change between and delay. Even if the two robots are moving at the same speed, in some case the task exchange may still be desirable because it will lead to reduced moving distance (thus energy saving) for both of them. Motivated by the above analysis, we introduce robot task exchange (RTE) as an optimization technique for CBCA. The and idea is summarized as follows: whenever two robots encounter each other, by local communication they will exchange their sensor placement task should the exchange prove beneficial to either deployment latency or energy consumption. If more than two robots meet together, RTE is performed on a pair-wise manner until the task assignment becomes stable among such robots.



V. OPTIMIZATION Suppose that two robots and are augmenting focused coverage around . They get into the monitoring region from asynchronously. dissimilar base points and march toward They discover two empty vertices and (both caused by node failure) inside the already-established network after arriving at positions and , respectively. Then they will adjust their target locations to be these two vertices for sensor placement, i.e., heads to and heads to . Both robots meet each other on their way. The meeting gives them a chance to exchange sensor placement tasks, which we will see in the following may be beneficial in terms of distance traveled and coverage optimization. Assume that, at the meeting time, is located at vertex and finds itself at , as shown in Fig. 7. Notice that is closer to than . Suppose is a slower robot that . If and stay



VI. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS Some analytical insights on the correctness and reliability of the developed protocol are ventilated. In particular, we elaborate on its global termination, pinpoint technical conditions leading to abnormal behavior and put forward the required algorithmic changes to counter them. Definition 1: Persistent communication failure (PCF) is the inability of a sensor to transmit a particular type of message for an indefinite period of time. The following results are derived under the assumption that no node suffers from PCF. Then we unveil how PCF jeopardizes CBCA’s normal operation and describe the algorithmic modifications needed to overcome this setback. Lemma 1: ISP at the robot side terminates in finite time. Proof: From Section IV-C, one realizes that doubling the response timeout ensures that a reply message will be eventually received, thus finishing the search phase in finite time and enabling sensor dropping to occur. In the end, after multiple ISP iterations, either the robot’s base point runs out of sensors to deploy or a reply message indicates that no TT empty vertex could be found. This marks the ISP local termination for a robot, after which it goes back to its base point (if not already there) and shuts down CBCA’s execution. Lemma 2: CBCA globally terminates in finite time. Proof: The RAR module continuously runs on sensors. Its deactivation is not desirable so as to report prospective sensor failures to the network border. ISP runs on robots and sensors.
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Local ISP termination in finite time for a robot is guaranteed by Lemma 1. Global termination follows from local termination of all robots. The ISP search phase might never terminate if the sensor feeding the robot with the search outcome has PCF. A simple way of avoiding this pitfall is by having the robot march to POI (with beaconing) after missing a number of replies. PCF also strikes RAR’s ability to publish damaged spots to the network border. Should all neighbors of in Fig. 2 undergo PCF, then its coordinates remain unknown to the boundary nodes and the coverage radius is reduced. Luckily, this scenario is not likely unless an event affects a certain geographical area of the monitoring field. Moreover, if at least one unit in any of the reporting paths endures PCF, the network is cast into an inconsistent state, for some nodes will learn about ’s location and others will not. One solution is the retransmission of the failure notification packet with frequency , hoping that new hops could be contacted as the network topology evolves in order to bypass the PCF-tainted node. Let be the length (number of hops) of a reporting path and the probability of sensor failure in the field. A damaged unit was detected at time and CBCA finishes at time . Expression (2) models the probability that an inconsistent state arises because of that PCF-permeated path (2) Two avenues are envisioned to minimize the lack of knowledge integrity in the network: either we increase the periodicity of the failure notifications (and pay a steep price in terms of communication overhead) or prolong the overall execution time . The latter is preferable and could be attained by simply dropping the global termination requirement. This means that robots still having spare sensors, after completing their local deployment task and settling in their base points, are allowed to occasionally march to the POI until they touch the network border, at which point they become aware of any post-deployment failure and readily tend to it. VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS This section assesses CBCA’s performance from diverse standpoints. Since it is the first known protocol in literature that addresses the problem of carrier-based sensor placement by mobile robots with sensor reloading in F-coverage scenarios, we cannot contrast CBCA to any other approach. Therefore, the empirical analysis aims at providing a comprehensive picture of the advantages and limitations of our method. A. Simulation Metrics To estimate CBCA’s behavior in terms of deployment latency and resource expenditures, the following performance indicators will be employed: : is the number of time units 1) Convergence Time required for the algorithm to finish. Upon termination, CBCA yields a uniform TT layout around the POI with maximal coverage radius using the number of sensors available for deployment. is the average number of iterations carried out by a robot



before it either ran out of sensors in its base point or the entire TT was built. : Total energy spent through 2) Mobility Costs the algorithm’s execution can be quantified from two perspectives: mobility costs at the robot side and transmission costs incurred by both sensors and robots. For the former, we measure the average distance traveled per robot (mileage ) and the average number of times a robot restarts its motor (number of moves ). This is because starting a still motor consumes quite a large amount of energy. In our implementation, we will assume that a robot keeps its engine on while waiting for an ensuing reply message to its previously emitted search request. Should it not arrive on time, the robot turns its mobile platform engine off to save energy until a newly discovered spot is reported afterwards. The average distance walked by a robot per iteration ) is also recorded. Due to the asyn(mileage per iteration, chronous nature of the sensor placement task, each agent may be in a distinct iteration at a given time. : The average number 3) Transmission Costs of messages generated by a robot (sensor) is denoted by . They quantify the energy usage for communication purposes per robot (sensor). : Collision does not necessarily mean 4) Robot Collision that two robots physically crash at a geographic location, but that they are sufficiently close to one another (our proximity , i.e, a fraction of the internodal threshold has been set to distance in the TT graph). Collision stems from asynchronous robot movement during sensor deployment and must be duly reported given the potential communication failures brought about by the radio signal interference in the physical layer of the colliding devices. For the same collision not be reported multiple times, we only allow the robot with the lowest ID in the pair to keep track of it. The robot only counts the collision if it either takes place at a new spot in its local collision list or occurred at the same location “a while” ago. In our implementation, the time span between two collisions detected at the same coordinates is equal to three time units. The indicator stands for the average number of collisions per robot. We chose to quantify CBCA’s power consumption features in terms of distance traveled and messages transmitted rather than turning to a particular energy model (e.g. path loss [25]). By doing so an unbiased, model-independent picture of the energy expenses of the proposed algorithm is presented. B. Simulation Setup CBCA has been implemented with JBotSim simulator [5]. Experiments were conducted on a Compaq Presario CQ 50 Notebook PC with an AMD Athlon Dual-Core QL-60 processor at 1.90 GHz and equipped with 3.0 GB of RAM running Windows Vista Home Premium under a 32-bit architecture. JBotSim relied upon JDK 1.6.0_18 framework. Deployment of static sensors was simulated over a square region of variable size whose center is regarded as the POI. Initially, the area is empty and robots lie at predefined base points. . Both types of Stationary units have sensing radius . Robot speed nodes share communication radius varies from 0.05 to 0.2 per time unit and its cargo capacity equals five sensors, which is reasonable and realistic for a wide array
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Fig. 8. Convergence time (T) in 10 units.



of scenarios. The internodal distance in the TT graph was set . to In the first experimental setting, we study CBCA’s performance with a single mobile robot and varying network sizes to , check (1)) while keeping the (from field size unchanged (700 700). No sensor failures occur. A second group of trials sheds light on the impact of the robotic fleet size over the algorithm’s demeanor. CBCA aims sensors across a 500 500 field while at laying gradually raising the number of actuators from 2 to 5. The efficiency of the RTE optimization module in Section V will be gauged. A failure-free scenario is envisioned again. Our last ensemble of simulations embraces the likelihood of sensors failing at different rates due to manifold reasons. The focus is now to measure CBCA’s adaptability and robustness when handling these unpredictable yet pragmatic situations. Values reported in the upcoming plots are the means of the performance metrics in Section VII-A and their 95% confidence intervals. Means are computed over 50 independent runs so as to minimize the bearing of CBCA’s asynchrony.
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Fig. 9. Number of iterations (I).



Fig. 10. Mileage (M) in 10 units.



C. Experiments In the following, we elaborate on the set of comprehensive simulations carried out to validate the feasibility of our carrierbased sensor placement algorithm. 1) Fixed Area Size; Variable Network Sizes: A single mobile robot builds an F-coverage formation around the center of a 700 700 field. It departs from base point located at (700; 350) and uniformly advances one distance unit per time unit. No sensor gets out of order during CBCA’s execution. Figs. 8–14 display CBCA’s pattern as the number of sensors to be deployed in the surveillance area grows. Most of the charts reflect the anticipated trends of monotonically increasing relationships of the performance measures in Section. VII-A to . Confidence intervals are moderate (even negligible in many cases), not exceeding 25% of the mean of the indicator under discussion. This speaks highly about the preciseness and reliability of the algorithm despite the stark non-deterministic behavior caused by its distributed nature. Fig. 8 reveals a quadratic dependence of the convergence time on , for it takes longer to deploy a greater number of sensors. Interestingly, a significant share of the time expenses (35%–41%) is due to sensor reloading, i.e. robots ran out of



Fig. 11. Mileage per iteration (MPI).



sensors and return to their base points to replenish them.1 Additionally, robots spend roughly 12% of the time standing by until receiving feedback from the sensors in the form of reply messages. The rest of the time is devoted entirely to laying sensors at the suggested coordinates. The sublinearity between the average number of iterations per robot and is exposed in Fig. 9. It is easy to see that the number of roundtrips a robot performs depends on its capacity and the number of sensors available at its base point. Since this configuration is identical for each run of the algorithm, the standard deviations are zero and thus omitted in the chart. also rises quadratically with The average robot mileage , as shown in Fig. 10. The greater the network size, the higher the mobility costs per robot, as more TT vertices are to be vison, the confidence intervals get ited. From 1Deployment times reported by well-known carrier-based sensor placement protocols in literature are often shorter because they do not acknowledge the limited cargo capacity of the mobile actuators.
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Fig. 12. Number of robot messages (RM).



Fig. 13. Number of robot messages (SM).



Fig. 14. Number of moves (V).



wider compared to those of small networks. This is direct consequence of the bigger role asynchronous communication plays as the network becomes larger, for there is a broader spectrum of multi-hop paths through which info on the next recommended spot is conveyed. Depending on asynchronous message arrival, the actuator may choose sometimes shorter, sometimes longer routes (straight to its target) and this causes to fluctuate more noticeably. Likewise , 28%–46% of the average mileage goes to sensor fetching from base points. and climb up with , the mileage per iteration Because remains bounded between 600 and 1,000 distance ratio beunits, as portrayed in Fig. 11. The nearly asymptotic havior along an extensive range of network dimensions leads to the following deployment principle: instead of purchasing a few well outfitted robots to take care of the entire deployment process individually, let us acquire a bigger fleet of less powerful agents and have them take turns, each running for a whole
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iteration. This proves beneficial since the corporate workload is fairly balanced for a broad range of network sizes. As to the transmission costs, Figs. 12 and 13 make clear that a linear increase must be expected in the average number of messages for both robots and sensors. The latter undergo a steeper incline, for CBCA actively exploits sensor-sensor and sensor-robot communication to make deployment decisions. This scheme is several orders of magnitude cheaper than locomotion, upon which approaches like GRG [15] heavily rely. Beacon messages for robots and hello messages for sensors arise as the most usual types of emitted messages (32%–51% for the former and 28%–57% for the latter). This overhead can be alleviated by reducing the beacon frequency but at the expense of a prolonged execution time. Regarding the packet distribution per sensor, those in the network border have to deal with 60%–75% more packets than the “inner” nodes. This is because boundary nodes must know the location of all available TT spots and are thus liable for providing accurate information to the robots in their quest for empty vertices. Half of the 10 message types in CBCA are initiated/routed solely by border nodes. However, this uneven messaging load for border nodes vanishes as CBCA continues to fill more outer hexagons. In other words, border nodes do not get “worn-out” because newly deployed sensors will take over their role as the coverage radius is expanded. Bigger networks imply further energy needed to ignite a robot’s still motor, as evidenced by the sublinear curve in Fig. 14. Reply messages are missed more often as more sensors are to be deployed, for vertex-contention-related packets circulate along a larger network border, thus taking longer for the robot to learn about the search outcome. This situation can be circumvented by stretching the timeout for reply packets at the robot side, yet again delaying the convergence time for CBCA. Such decision is largely problem-specific. An interesting phenomenon observed during CBCA’s execution is what we call the newbie effect. Recently deployed nodes (newbies) can provide imprecise information to the search messages triggered by the actuators, for it takes a while before such nodes update their local EVL with hello packets coming from neighboring sensors. As a result, they can recommend vertices in their inner hexagon which are currently occupied, thus causing wasteful robot moves and misleading reservation (and subsequent deletion) messages. In an attempt to overcome this detrimental event, a node regards itself as newbie until either it receives its first hello packet or a prudential time elapses. A newbie suggests no spot to a search message conveyed along the network border, just relays it to the next hop. This workaround however does not eliminate the newbie effect, as a node might receive its first hello message from a neighbor not in its inner hexagon, thus causing a change in its ‘newbie’ status yet still maintaining its partially outdated EVL. A more aggressive strategy is required, this time at the robot level. Whenever a robot drops a sensor, it records its location as the last deployed unit and refuses to accept any reply message from that node until a prudential time elapses, needed for the node to catch up with neighbors, if any. This rules out newbies acting as search agents yet still is not a true solution for the problem, for the newbie (generally laid at the network border) could still
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TABLE II CBCA RUNNING WITH THE RTE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE. MEANS AND THEIR 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ARE DISPLAYED



Fig. 15. Illustration of the newbie effect in CBCA. (a) The newbie distance as a function of the network size. (b) Mileage versus newbie distance.



TABLE I CBCA RUNNING WITHOUT THE RTE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE. MEANS AND THEIR 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ARE DISPLAYED



be queried (after incorrectly changing its status to non-newbie) during a search message traversal launched by another search agent unit. , i.e. the distance Fig. 15(a) reports the newbie distance walked by the carrier robot in response to misleading “best spot” updates from newbie sensors. It grows with the network size as expected, but not monotonically because it is partially attenuated by CBCA’s asynchronous character. Fortunately, in is almost negligible compared Fig. 15(b) we realize that and irrespective of the network dimension. The partial to success of the joint robot-sensor strategy previously outlined is . better resembled in small networks. Overall, 2) Multi-Actuator Coordination: Our second ensemble of experiments aims at testing the inter-robot coordination mechanisms that are one of CBCA’s building blocks. Now we con500) in which fine ourselves to a medium-size field (500 sensors are to be deployed around its POI. The number of actuators will be gradually augmented, starting with two and reaching a maximum of five robots. Selected base points are located at (500; 250), (500; 500), (0; 0), (50; 480) and (480; 50), respectively. Tables I and II lay out the results obtained after running CBCA without and with the RTE module in Section V, respectively. Improvements caused by RTE are highlighted in bold.



Confirming the outcomes of the first experiment, the 95% confidence interval of the mean of each performance metric is enclosed within 30% of its standard deviation, which speaks about a steadfast, robust behavior of the algorithm. Notice the immediate bearing brought forth by the addition of extra robots over the deployment time in both tables. Parallel sensor placement by multiple mobile agents is indeed profitable. Such decline is more remarkable in presence of the RTE optimization strategy (reductions of even 41% of the convergence time were achieved when introducing four robots), thus validating the importance of the dynamic exchange of target locations between neighboring agents when needed. Mileage also gets significantly lowered with RTE, for individual robots walk less on average as their population grows. A peak of 38% in distance reduction is observed when five robots cooperate via a set of pairwise location exchanges. The downside is that collisions take place more often as a larger number of robots are available and RTE doesn’t seem to have much influence over it, as evidenced by the fourth row of Table II, where 36 average collisions per robot were recorded with RTE versus 32 without it. The above tables further reveal that when multiple actuators work together, the mean number of moves per robot ramps up,2 regardless of whether the RTE scheme was enforced or not. The explanation for such fact lies in the reservation deadlock phenomenon previously described. The more robots are in the field, the more search messages there will be in the network. Hence, the more likely it is that the different traversal paths along the network border will intertwine with one another, thus causing reservation messages to fail and triggering another round of face traversal per fruitless reservation. As a result, the timeouts associated with the reply packets at the robot side will go off and thus robots will shut down their mobile engines to save power. From the reported values, one realizes that the efficiency of the contention mechanism for reservation deadlocks devised in Section IV-C degrades as the robot population is augmented. 3) Dealing With Sensor Failures: CBCA is finally tested in presence of sensor failures. For each experiment, the failure rate is chosen from the set {1000, 500, 300, 100}. Then we arbitrarily shut down an operational sensor every time units. Going beyond that boundary is not possible, for nodes will then be failing at a much faster pace than they can be replaced and the algorithm will not behave well. Fortunately, real-world sensing units last much longer. Two robots departing from (0; 0) and (500; 250) respectively try to optimize the coverage radius of a hostile environment of size 500 500 as much as they can. As before, the robot ca2Recall that V can also be interpreted as the number of reply messages from sensors missed by the robot.
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deliver the result of a reply message to a robot. Consequently, robot misses the reply and becomes bigger. The empirical test bed described in this section demonstrates that CBCA can efficiently respond to the unexpected shutdown of sensing units under increasing severity levels. There must exist, however, an appropriate balance between robot capacity and failure rate to ensure full network repair. For scenarios where both parameters respect the tendencies observed in real-life settings, CBCA exhibits a high degree of robustness. VIII. CONCLUSION



Fig. 16. CBCA performance at different sensor failure rates (a) Percentage of increase in the transmitted messages. (b) Percentage of increase in the mileage and number of moves.



pacity is 5 sensors. This time, however, CBCA will run for 5,000 time units. Nodes fail at regular intervals of length . Displayed in Fig. 16(a) are the percentages of messages transmitted by sensors and robots, averaged over 50 independent runs, for each value of and contrasted to those issued in normal ). Fig. 16(b) depicts conditions (i.e. no sensor failures, and . the same information but in terms of Both charts unveil the negative impact of unreliable sensing units over the network stability. As sensors fail more often (i.e. smaller values of ), its still active neighbors have to emit failure notification messages and search agent nodes have to perform two rounds of face traversal along the network border to make sure everyone knows about it. vs. as Fig. 16(a) displays the superior growth of the failure probability increases. This is because CBCA uses the alive sensors to maintain the integrity of the network topology via the chain of search, it reservation, it deletion and it cancellation messages, which by large follow an elongated trajectory before discarded by a node in the outer face. Robots, on the other hand, will issue more search messages after detecting an empty spot, but their communication overhead is smaller compared to the sensors’. Robots deplete their resources faster in unstable environand in ments too, as shown by the steep incline of Fig. 16(b). The former is quite clear given that actuators now have to visit more empty TT vertices. The latter is less evident and follows this rationale: the fewer the active sensors, the lower the number of transmission paths that could be used to



In this paper, we studied for the first time the problem of carrier-based sensor deployment with reloading in the context of focused coverage. The proposed algorithm CBCA is the first of its type, to the best of our knowledge. All existing carrierbased sensor placement protocols unrealistically require robots to carry all sensors at once (without reloading), thus ignoring their physical dimensions and the limited robot capacity. Furthermore, all of them target the traditional “blanket” coverage problem, as opposed to CBCA which constructs an F-coverage formation, an emerging topology that is becoming increasingly important for critical surveillance operations. Several properties turn CBCA into an appealing choice for its rapid incorporation to more challenging situations. It is strictly localized, obstacle-aware, efficient in terms of the inter-robot coordination mechanisms, guarantees maximal coverage in absence of sensor failures, remains robust when they occur, and is cognizant about the limitations of carrier robots. Moreover, it yields a bi-connected network layout that maximizes the coverage radius around the POI. One could think of extending our protocol to a complex environment where a series of continuous POIs exists, thus forming a Line of Interest (LOI). This could represent, for example, the trace of certain event or the boundary of a landmark (e.g., a building). Multiple discrete target objects, each modeled after a POI or a LOI, add more intricacy to the problem. The research goal would then be to derive a protocol that preserves CBCA’s desirable features and attains some sort of shared coverage between nearby targets, possibly having irregular shapes, hence reducing the network size and eliminating harmful wireless interference. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments. REFERENCES [1] X. Bai, S. Kumary, D. Xuan, Z. Yun, and T. H. Lai, “Deploying wireless sensors to achieve both coverage and connectivity,” in Proc. ACM MobiHoc, 2006, pp. 131–142. [2] N. Bartolini, T. Calamoneri, E. G. Fusco, A. Massini, and S. Silvestri, “Push & pull: Autonomous deployment of mobile sensors for a complete coverage,” Wireless Networks, vol. 16, no. 3, pp. 607–625, Apr. 2010. [3] M. A. Batalin and G. S. Sukhatme, “Coverage, exploration and deployment by a mobile robot and communication network,” Telecommun. Syst., vol. 26, pp. 181–196, 2004. [4] P. Bose, P. Morin, I. Stojmenovic, and J. Urrutia, “Routing with guaranteed delivery in ad hoc wireless networks,” in Proc. ACM DIALM, 1999, vol. 4325, LNCS, pp. 48–55. [5] A. Casteigts, The JBotSim Library [Online]. Available: http://jbotsim. sourceforge.net/
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